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Let Astreya be your go-to guide to traverse the realm 
of possibility in a virtual world.
Our vision of the future is one that transcends mere digital realms. In this near-future, 
our world will be enhanced by digitally augmented spaces and realities allowing for 
revolutionary collaborations between people and companies in both physical & virtual 
arenas. This metaverse has the potential to revolutionize business models over the next 
decade with transformative customer/company interactions.

METAVERSE
Astreya’s Metaverse Services 
allow businesses to unlock the 
potential of virtual collaboration 
and immersive experiences in the 
Metaverse, helping you achieve 
your goals faster and with more 
certainty. Let us help you tap into 
this revolutionary technology.

• Focus on interoperability

• Allow seamless 
 movement between  
 different Metaverse   
 environments

• Provide a wider range 
 of user interactions

• Focus on scalable   
 architecture

• Design systems that 
 can handle massive  
 amounts of data and  
 traffic

• Easily adapt to changing  
 business needs

• Focus on user   
 experience design

• Create user-centered  
 design processes

• Create engaging and  
 intuitive Metaverse   
 experiences for users

Interoperability Scalable 
Architecture

User Experience 
Design

Astreya has been one 
of our best IT partners 
to date. Astreya 
provides contract 
flexibility, scalability, 
and partnership. 
Astreya employees 
have a high sense 
of accountability and 
are technically astute."

Senior Client Stakeholder

Fortune-10 Technology Product 

“



Unlock the future of collaboration with Astreya’s Metaverse Services.  
From  access to cutting-edge experiences, to quickly capitalizing on expert 
resources and maximizing potential benefits, take your team and 
customers into a virtual space where boundaries are limitless.
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Metaverse

Metaverse Advisory

Virtual App Development

Design and Content Creation
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• Product Strategy
• Feature & Use Case Identification
• Persona Storyboarding & UX Planning

• Platform & Hardware Selection
• NextGen Virtual Infrastructure

As your trusted partner, Astreya uses expertise and experience to help you navigate the journey of 
unlocking value. With customized Metaverse Advisory Services, we create unique solutions that fulfill 
specific goals. Our team explores potential applications in both industry and function spaces to design 
an approach that harnesses the power of a metaverse for responsible growth – today and tomorrow. 
Some of our Metaverse Advisory Services include:

• UX/UI Design
• Imagery, 360˚ Video and Spatial Audio
• 3D Modeling

• AR & VR App Design
• Storyboard and Training Content

Astreya clients benefit from our comprehensive metaverse capabilities, ranging from world-building and 
engagement to advanced technologies such as blockchain, 3D commerce, extended reality digital twins. 
We also ensure trust & safety through ecosystem and community development for the utmost customer 
enjoyment. Some of our Design and Content Creation Services include:

• Simulations and Digital Twins

• 3D Development

• AR & VR App Development

• Backend Integration

• AR Heads-up-Display (HUD)

At Astreya, we are aware that creating a metaverse application demands an advance to the latest 
web 3.0 technologies and platforms for successful device implementation. This necessitates integration 
of decentralized systems such as blockchain networks & peer-to-peer networking, along with immersive 
3D environments providing dynamic user interactions in real time. Some of our Virtual App Development 
Services include:
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Working innovation.™

About Astreya Astreya, a leader in managed services for two decades, offers innovative and reliable 
IT solutions to the world's most recognizable companies. Our expert team of engineers 
craft tailored service plans that drive operational efficiency while transforming 
technology into an engine for growth and innovation within your organization - 
because excellence is always our promise.

We’re looking forward to hearing from you. To further understand how Astreya’s Global 
Audio Visual solutions can work for your organization, contact us today by calling 
1-800-224-1117 or email us at sales@astreya.com.

*Fortune 10 company names available upon request.

We are honored to support some
of the world’s most recognizable 
and innovative organizations.*

How Your Enterprises Can Thrive 
in Virtual Spaces.
As the Metaverse continues to expand and evolve, more and more 
enterprises are seeking ways to leverage virtual spaces for 
collaboration and growth. 

Astreya understands how challenging it can be for enterprises 
to stay at the forefront of technological progress. The Metaverse 
offers remarkable potential for companies, including virtual meetings 
and events as well as immersive marketing campaigns - all tailored 
specifically to fit businesses' needs so they can truly maximize success.

Metaverse


